Overall Expectations addressed by this assignment:
A1. Political Inquiry: use the political inquiry process and the concepts of political thinking when
investigating issues, events, and developments of civic importance;
A2. Developing Transferable Skills: apply in everyday contexts skills developed through investigations
related to civics and citizenship education, and identify some careers in which civics and citizenship
education might be an asset.
B1. Civic Issues, Democratic Values: describe beliefs and values associated with democratic citizenship in
Canada, and explain how they are related to civic action and to one’s position on civic issues
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Big Idea: In a democratic society, people have different beliefs, which influence their position and actions with respect to
issues of civic importance.
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Please type your
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10-11.5

 Answer is in complete sentences.
 Each sentence begins with a capital letter and ends with a
period.
 Spelling and grammar have been checked over before
submitting final draft.
 If handwritten, student’s work is legible.
 Assignment is at least 250 words in length.
 The student’s assignment is well presented, demonstrating
pride in their work (the paper is crisp and not crumbled, the
student’s name is written legibly, etc.)
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Based on their writing style, does this
student need to resubmit their
assignment?
 Yes
 No

This evaluation is based on the Civics and Citizenship, Grade 10 (CHV20), curriculum expectations (2013)

